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Log Homes 
There are several aspects of a log 
structure that need to be reviewed 
when purchasing this type of home 

 
Foundation, structural design, weatherproof 
integrity, building envelope and overall 
condition  

 A good quality log home can be the home you 
have always dreamed of or it can be quite the 
opposite; knowing what to look for is the key.  

Foundation Most multi-level log home packages 
are heavy by design and require a good quality 
concrete ring wall foundation. Concrete piers or 
Sono tube foundations are subject to independent 
movement and settling and should be avoided. 

Structural design log homes go through a drying 
and settling process when constructed. Multi-level 
log homes 
typically have 
adjustable 
supports in the 
central portion of 
the foundation to 
let the center of 
the building down 
as the perimeter 
settles. These types of supports are also installed 
where independent exterior supports are needed. 
As a general rule at least two log rounds should 

be installed over openings in the exterior walls, 
such as windows and doors. 

Weatherproof integrity The log shell should be 
protected from water off the roof, roof valleys can 
concentrate water flow causing splash up 
moisture damage. Log ends are particularly 
vulnerable to moisture damage and should be 
well protected. Rain gutters and downspouts 
protect the investment and reduce maintenance.  

 
Building envelope Log packages should be well 
sealed by design or using a latex chinking product 
often applied 
both inside and 
on the exterior. 
Air leakage 
causes unsightly 
staining often 
seen around the 
building 
perimeter. 

Overall 
condition Crawlspace areas need to be closely 
reviewed for moisture related issues at the 
perimeter, particularly where decks are attached. 
Vines and foliage should be removed if touching the 
building, which promotes algae and insect activity. A 
well designed log home has proper water 
management,  both off the roof and proper surface 
drainage away from the building foundation. 
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